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ABSTRACT 

In a recently-proposed technique for the seismic analysis of primary-secondary systems, the missing mass effect on the coupled 

responses is included in terms of the residual rigid response based on the residual modal vectors for both the uncoupled primary 

and multi-supported secondary systems. This paper shows that if a secondary system node is connected to a primary system 

node only by a single one-dimensional inclined support the approach will break down. The reason is that such an inclined 

support results in the singularity of a related submatrix. Therefore, an improvement is proposed to the original approach, which 

makes it more applicable. 

INTRODUCTION 

Considerable effort has been made in the past to develop procedures for evaluating coupled seismic responses of nonclassically 

damped primary-secondary systems. Gupta and Gupta proposed a new method [1, 2], which accounts for the effect of the 

missing mass contained in the uncalculated higher modes on the coupled responses by modal synthesis approach. The missing 

mass effect is included in terms of the residual rigid response based on the residual modal vectors for both the uncoupled 

primary and multi-supported secondary systems. So, in this paper, we call the new technique as the Residual Rigid Response 

Approach (RRRA). However, we found that, when using it in practical problems, RRRA will break down under such a 

condition that a secondary system node is connected to a primary system node only by a single one-dimensional inclined 

support. In this paper, we will use a simple example to explain the reason; and then, propose an additional requirement to the 

original approach to avoid such a problem; finally, illustrate the application of the improved RRRA to a coupled system. 

RESIDUAL RIGID RESPONSE APPROACH FOR THE COUPLED PRIMARY-SECONDARY SYSTEM 

ANALYSIS 

The equation of motion for a coupled primary-secondary system can be written as 

where 
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In the above expressions, [M], [C] and [K] are the mass, damping and stiffness matrices, respectively, of the coupled system; 

{U} is the displacement vector relative to the fixed base of the primary system; {U b } is the static displacement vector of the 

coupled system when the base of primary system undergoes a unit deflection in the direction of earthquake; and//g is the 

ground acceleration. The subscript p denotes a primary system property and, the subscript s a secondary system property. The 

matrices [Kp] and [C~ ] are the stiffness and the damping contributions of secondary system to primary system's connecting 

DOF. It is assumed here that both the uncoupled systems are classically damped. 

In developing the residual rigid response approach for coupled analysis, two transformations were performed [ 1, 2]. First, 

the secondary system displacements relative to the primary system connecting DOF, ~ ,  }, were introduced, and then, let 

~p }= {Up J. So, the transformation is expressed as 

where 

The second transformation is performed by 

where 

The columns of the submatrices, [Op ] and los ], are the vectors of the mass-normalized uncoupled primary mode 

shapes and the mass-normalized uncoupled secondary system nonrigid mode shapes, respectively, and, all the secondary 

system residual modal vectors are included in the submatrix [~ R ], which is called the residual modal matrix. The following 

static equation is used to calculate the residual modes of the secondary system: 

IU co] (4) 
In Eq.(4), 
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where ns and nc are the numbers of the uncoupled secondary system DOF and the connecting DOF, respectively; {~sa }is its 

ath modal vector, and, [Yca ] i s  a (lxnc) vector which is composed of the participation factors of the 6t th mode 



corresponding to each of the nc connecting DOF. Eq.(5) gives the (nsxnc) matrix [U R ], whose columns represent the residual 

modal vectors corresponding to all the nc connecting DOF. The mass-normalization of [U R ] results in [~R ]. 

After the two transformations mentioned above, the equation of motion for the coupled system can be written as 

(6) 

Following the procedure in references [1,2], the eigenvalue problem of the coupled system can be solved, based on 

Eq.(6). And, using the complex eigenvalues, Ai, and eigenvectors, {J~i }, the vectors, ~,~ } and ~,,~. }, can be obtained, which 

represent the responses of the coupled system in the nonrigid modes. Then, from the residual mode part of Eq.(6), the vectors, 

~Rd. } and ~R~,. }, representing the residual responses of the coupled system for the secondary system DOF only, can be 

expressed as 
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and, ~cd } and ~cv } contain the values of ~,d } and ~,,~. } only for all the connecting DOF. When [Usp ]is used in Eq.(7), 

instead of [Us~ ], the resulting vectors in the left hand of the equations include values of all the DOF of the coupled system, and 

can be denoted as ~o~ } and ~o: }, respectively. 

Finally, for the response spectrum analysis, the response in each coupled mode can be evaluated as 

Fi d }: ~/ ~gi '~i  v }: O)i ~i  v ~Di (9) 

where 
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and, S g~ and S Di a r e  the spectral displacements from the relative displacement and relative velocity spectra, respectively. 

These responses can be combined by the modal combination procedure given in reference [3]. 

PROPORTIONAL SECONDARY SYSTEM RESIDUAL MODES AND AN ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENT FOR 



RRRA 

As mentioned in references [ 1, 2], each residual modal vector of uncoupled secondary system, which is contained in the 

matrix [~ R ], is orthogonal with respect to the nonrigid modes of the secondary system, but not with respect to the other residual 

modal vectors. In fact, there may even be proportional residual modal vectors when RRRA is used in practice. It can be shown 

by the following simple example. 

Fig.1 is a 2-DOF secondary system consisting of a lumped mass, M, supported at Nodes A, B and D through 3 

one-dimensional springs. Nodes A and B are fixed points, while Node D is a point of the primary system. So, the primary and 

secondary systems are connected by a inclined support (spring) of the stiffness, k d, at the angle of 0. 

To calculate [Usc ]= [~Js Dx } {Usc Dy }] we use the following static equation: 

where 
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l = cos O; m = sin 0 

From Eq.(1 1), we have 

{u, } = -[K, ]-' [x,~ ]{u o } (12) 

By the definition of [Us~ ], let {(l D }= {10} and {U D }= {01} in Eq.13, respectively, we would obtain {Us Dx }and {Us Dy }as 

kal ~et([Ks ~_ co 2Mkb lkb + kam2 - c°~2M ) 
{is Dx }= {Us }= det([K s ]) k dlm (13) 

Here, we take the first mode as the nonrigid mode only. Then, using Eq.(4), we would obtain [Usco ]= [{uscDo } {Us,,DY o }] in which 
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w h e r e / ~ r l :  M[(kalm)2+ (k6+ kam 2 -  co12M) 2 ] and co lis the circular frequency ofthe first mode. 

The above derivation shows that, for a planar problem, when a node at the secondary system is connected to a node at the 

primary system by a one dimensional inclined support, it will result in 2 proportional columns in the matrix [Usc 0 ]. Similarly, 

for a spatial problem, such a inclined support will result in 3 proportional columns in [Usc0 ]. The reason is that there is actually 

just one independent connecting DOF in such situations, but, when using RRRA for practical problems, we have to treat it as 2 

or 3 connecting DOF, each corresponding to one direction of the coordinate system. If we call them as nominal connecting DOF, 

we can see, here, that the number of actual, or independent, connecting DOF is less than that of nominal connecting DOF under 

such a condition. From the procedure for the calculation of [O R ] mentioned in last section, we know that proportional columns 

in [U~c 0 ]would result in the corresponding proportional residual modes. Therefore, in the matrix [O R ] o f  such problems, 

there would be identical column vectors or the column vectors which are the same in magnitude but in opposite directions. 

I K ] ~ d } a n d  ~ v } From Eqs.(7) and (8) we know that this would result in the singularity of the matrix R and the vectors R~ R; 

could not be calculated. 

This simple example represents the practical situation where a secondary system node is connected to the primary 

system only by a singe one-dimensional inclined support. Actually, there are usually many such supports in real-life piping 

systems. When applying RRRA to a problem in which even one such support is included, the approach would fail if the 

transformation submatrix, [~ R ], is composed of all the residual modes corresponding to the nominal connecting DOF. 

To avoid this difficulty, we propose to add the requirement for the approach that, as a submatrix of the transformation matrix 

[~], [~ R ] should not include proportional residual modes. This means that it is necessary to find and eliminate all the "extra" 
proportional residual modes from the submatrix [~ R ] before it can be used in RRRA. Since all the residual modes is obtained 

from the matrix [U~ 0 ] using Eq.(4), we would work directly with the matrix [U,~ 0 ], and, the following procedure could be 

used. 

First, take the normalization for each columns of the originally-obtained [U,~ 0 ], we have the corresponding matrix, [A]" 

where 

[A] : [{a l )  {a2} ... {a,,c} ] (15) 

{UsC~o } {a i }r {a, }= 1 (16) 

in which c i represents the i th connecting DOF. 

Then perform the dot product calculation for every 2 column vectors in [A], i.e., {a i }r {aj } ( i = 1, ..., nc-1;j = i+ 1, "., 

and let  be a small positive value If, for a pa icular vector {ak/, II {aj t-11< ' it means that  ak/is para.el to 

~a,/ So, the co~esponding column, ~'s~ } , in ~c0 ]would be propo~ional to ~C,sc0 } , and, it should be deleted 



After eliminating all such columns from [Use0 ], we can get a new one, which contains no proportional columns. From this new 

matrix [Use o ], we obtain the residual mode matrix, [~R ], which could be used in the later-on calculations. 
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APPLICATION 

To verify RRRA with the above additional requirement, a simple coupled system is analyzed, shown in Fig.2. This is a lumped 

mass-spring-damping system. Each lumped mass, both the primary system and the secondary system are linked with each other 

by two-dimensional translational springs. So, there are 6 DOF for the uncoupled primary system and 8 DOF for the uncoupled 

secondary system, respectively. The values of lumped masses and spring stiffnesses are given in Tables 1 and 2. Both the 

uncoupled primary and the secondary systems are classically damped themselves, but the damping ratios of the two uncoupled 

systems are different with each other, which makes the coupled system nonclassically damped. Table 3 gives the natural 

frequencies and damping ratios for each mode of the uncoupled primary and secondary systems. 

The secondary system of this problem is connected with the primary system through two-dimensional springs at the both 

ends and a one-dimensional inclined spring, at the angle of 45 °, between the upper-middle lumped mass of the secondary 

system and the middle lumped mass of the primary system. Therefore, there are 6 nominal connecting DOF, representing 5 

actual connecting DOE The residual modes corresponding to the 2 nominal connecting DOF related to the inclined spring are 

proportional. So, when using the original residual mode matrix, [~ R ] composed of 6 nominal residual modes of the secondary 



system, the resulting matrix LKR j F q was singular and the original RRRA failed. Now, weuse the RRRA with the above 

additional requirement and have successfully solved the problem. 

Let the coupled system subjected to horizontal earthquake, in X-direction, at the base of the primary system. The input 

response spectrum is calculated from E1Centro (S00E, 1940) ground motion, and, the rigid frequency for this earthquake record 

is 29.58 Hz. For the uncoupled secondary system, only the first mode is taken as the nonrigid mode, and, all the other 7 modes 

are trtmcated. Table 4 shows the comparison of the calculation results of the spring forces in the secondary system using 3 

different approaches of coupled analysis, which account for all modes, only nonrigid modes and nonrigid modes with residual 

modes, respectively. As shown in the Table 4, the error in the coupled response can be significant when the responses only from 

the nonrigid modes are included. But the RRRA results in a very accurate response calculation. 

CONCLUSION 

In the residual rigid response approach for coupled primary-secondary system analysis, the residual mode matrix, [~ n ], 

of the secondary system is used as a submatrix of the transformation matrix [~]. But, if the coupled system includes such a 

condition that a secondary system node is connected to a primary system node only by a singe one-dimensional inclined support, 

the corresponding residual modes would be proportional. This results in the singularity of the matrix [KR ] .  So, such a 

requirement should be added to this approach that the matrix [~ R ] is only composed of independent residual mode vectors of 

the secondary system. This makes RRRA more applicable in practical situations. 
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Table 1- Masses and Stiffnesses of Primary System Table 2" Masses and Stiffnesses of Secondary System 

Stiffness of Spring Element 

Element Kx Ky 

End Node (kN/mm) (kN/mm) 

0-1 875. 634 583. 756 
1- 9 R7R R~4 RP,~_ 7 f i r  

9- 3 R7R R34 RR3_ 7RR 

Lumped M ass 

Node mi 
i (kg) 

1 87563 .4  
9 R7RR3 4 

R7RR~ 4 

S tiffness o f Spring Element 
Element End 

Nodes 

1-4 
4-R 

R-R 

6-7 
7-3 

6-2 

Kx 
(kN/mm) 

l.q l.qR 

1.q l.qR 

R,q R.q7 

19 19a 
1~ l.qR 

K y  

(kN/mm) 

7R 79A 

~R ~ 7  

AR A~7 
76 7~A 

kd=28.798(inclined) 

Lumped Mass 

Node 
I 

A 
R 
R 
7 

mi 

(kg) 

79~ 7 

79~ 7 

79~ 7 

79~ 7 

• , 7 :  



Table 3" Frequency and Damping Ratios for Uncoupled Systems 

Primary System 

M o d e  
number 

Frequency 
(Hz) 

R 7 f i r  
7 13fir 

l f i  9134 
14 fl4R 
9R 41R 
9R 674 

Damping 
ratio 

13 NR 
13 13.R 
N N5 
13 13R 
N 13.R 
n n5 

Secondary  System 

Frequency 
(Hz) 

1R 74R 
R13 RR4 
RR RRR 
R9 1R7 
4R 4RR 
R1 R4 

67 RR7 
R4 1377 

M o d e  
number 

Damping 
ratio 

13 139R 
13 139R 
13 139R 
13 (395 
13 139R 
13 139R 
13 139R 
13 139R 

Table 4: Spring Forces (KN) in Secondary System 

Element Response 
end nodes Quantity 

1-4 

4-5 

5-6 

6-7 

7-3 

Fx 
Fy 

Fx 

Fy 

Fx 

Fy 

Fx 

Fy 

Fx 

Fy 

Including 
all 

modes 

16. 42 

O. 88 

12.25 

O. 85 

7.51 

O. 78 

6.04 

2 .88 

1.41 

2.95 

Truncating 7 Secondary System Modes 

No residual Percentage Including residual Percentage 
mode error modes error 

16. 24 - 1.08 16. 42 O. 0 

2.02 128. 27 O. 94 6 .4  

12.57 2.58 12.25 O. 0 

1.72 102.15 O. 89 5. 0 

7. 19 - 4 . 2 6  7. 51 O. 0 

O. 89 13. 90 O. 78 -O. 6 

5.09 - 15. 70 6.01 -O. 4 

3.92 35. 98 2.92 1.4 

2 .13 50. 52 1.39 - 1.8 

4 .67 58. 27 3.02 2 .3  

.. : iii 
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